OFFICIAL WORKWEAR
RANGE OVERVIEW

VAUXHALL WORK JACKET
VH50B










Concealed stud front fastening for safe working around vehicles
Contemporary stand collar and red contrast to front, back yoke and sleeves
Action-back for a flexible and comfortable fit
Two front chest patch pockets with closable flaps, two front jetted pockets
and an inner chest pocket
Vauxhall logo on left chest and to back
245g 67% Polyester / 33% Cotton fabric
Suitable for industrial laundry
Sizes: 84cm, 92cm, 100cm, 108cm, 116cm, 124cm, 132cm, 140cm,
special measures
Fits: Regular, Tall.

VAUXHALL COVERALL
VH52B
 Concealed stud front fastening, contemporary stand collar and red contrast to
front, back yoke and sleeves, action-back for a flexible and comfortable fit
 Two front chest patch pockets with closable flaps, two front jetted pockets,
two side access pockets, rear pocket and bellow thigh pocket to with studs
 Side elastication and shaped knee panels for a comfortable fit
 Vauxhall logos to the front left chest, back and leg pocket
 245g 67% polyester / 33% cotton fabric
 Suitable for industrial laundry
 Sizes: 84cm, 92cm, 100cm, 108cm, 116cm, 124cm, 132cm, 140cm,
special measures
 Fits: Regular, Tall, Short.

VAUXHALL FLAME RETARDANT
COVERALL
VH35
 Concealed metal stud front fastening for
safe working
 Side elastication for a comfortable fit
 Pockets to side waist, left chest and one rule
pocket on right leg
 Vauxhall logo to left chest
 Predominantly for bodyshop use and light welding
and cutting
 this garment conforms to EN531 Standards
A, B1, C1 and all EN470-1
 365g 75% cotton / 25% polyester fabric
 Suitable for industrial laundry
 Sizes: 84cm, 92cm, 100cm, 108cm, 116cm, 124cm,
132cm, 140cm, special measures
 Fits: Regular, Tall.

VAUXHALL WORK TROUSER
VH51
 Manufactured in hardwearing polycotton
fabric
 Front zip fastening
 Hook and bar closure, seven belt loops and
shaped knee panels for a comfortable fit
 Two side pockets, one rear pocket and a
bellows thigh pocket to right leg with secure
stud fastening
 Vauxhall logo to leg pocket
 245g 67% polyester / 33% cotton fabric
 Suitable for industrial laundry
 Sizes: 72cm, 76cm, 80cm, 84cm, 88cm,
92cm, 96cm, 100cm, 104cm, 108cm, 112cm,
116cm, 120cm, 124cm, special measures
 Fits: Regular, Short and Tall.

The smart Vauxhall range includes a workwear coverall, work trousers, work jacket and a flame retardant coverall. We are the only authorised
manufacturer and supplier of Vauxhall technician workwear in the UK. All garments are smart, durable, industrially launderable and branded with the
Vauxhall logo to help you keep a consistent company identity.
You can order direct from our website or from your preferred laundry partner.
We are a British designer, manufacturer and distributor of high quality, functional workwear, protective clothing and specialist PPE and have used all our
100 years of experience to become a leading supplier of industrial workwear. We’re trusted to do the job worldwide...wherever complete comfort and
reliable protection are critical.
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